COMMITTEE TO PROTECT BELVEDERE’S SEAWALLS,
LEVEES, AND UTILITIES
TUESDAY, MAY 21, 2019, 1:00 P.M.
BELVEDERE CITY HALL – COUNCIL CHAMBERS
450 SAN RAFAEL AVENUE
BELVEDERE, CALIFORNIA
AGENDA
OPEN FORUM
This is an opportunity for any citizen to briefly address the Committee to Protect Belvedere’s
Seawalls, Levees, and Utilities on any matter that does not appear on this agenda. Upon being
recognized by the Chair, please state your name, address, and limit your oral statement to no more
than three minutes. Matters that appear to warrant a more lengthy presentation or Committee
consideration may be agendized for further discussion at a later meeting.
SCHEDULED ITEMS
1. Welcome and Introductions/Comments from the Chair
2. Expectations and Timeline – City Manager
3. Briefings/Discussion
a. History of flooding and response in Belvedere.
b. Review of current sea level rise assumptions and other effects of climate change.
c. Susceptibility of levees to flooding – Today and 2050.
d. Flood mapping – Today and 2050.
e. Seismic-related vulnerabilities to levees and utilities.
f. Potential impacts on City from levee deformation or seawall failures.
4. Wrap up and review of agenda for next meeting on May 28, 2019.
ADJOURN
NOTICE: WHERE TO VIEW AGENDA MATERIALS
Staff reports and other writings distributed to the Committee, including those distributed after the posting date of this agenda, are
available for public inspection at Belvedere City Hall, 450 San Rafael Avenue, Belvedere. To request automatic mailing of agenda
materials, please contact the City Clerk at 415-435-3838.

NOTICE: AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT
The following accommodations will be provided, upon request, to persons with a disability: agendas and/or agenda packet
materials in alternate formats and special assistance needed to attend or participate in this meeting. Please make your request at
City Hall or by calling 415/435-3838. Whenever possible, please make your request four working days in advance.

Posted: 5/16/2019

CITY OF BELVEDERE
Memorandum

May 17, 2019
TO:

Members of the Committee to Protect Belvedere’s Seawalls, Levees and
Utilities

FROM:

Craig Middleton, City Manager

SUBJECT:

Background Materials for May 21 meeting

Please find the attached agenda and briefing materials for Tuesday’s meeting of the
Committee to Protect Belvedere’s Seawalls, Levees and Utilities. The Committee was
empaneled by the City Council in order to:







Review current and future vulnerabilities to the City’s levee system and
associated access routes, utilities and fire suppression systems.
Review recommendations from Stetson Engineers and others as to how best to
protect the City and its residents from the effects of sea-level rise, storm events
and seismic activity.
Consider opportunities to supplement protection activities with nature-based
options that have proven useful in other locations, particularly in dealing with the
effects of wave run up and storms.
Provide advice to the City Council at its June 10, 2019 regular meeting as to how
best to proceed.

It is our hope that, with Committee recommendations in hand, the City Council will then
be in a strong position to provide guidance to staff and consultants in order that they may
develop more detailed project designs, conduct feasibility analyses, and prepare for
several Belvedere community meetings that would be scheduled during the Fall of 2019.
The Council would also be in a position to authorize more refined cost estimates and a
funding analysis, with financing options, which could be completed in the fall, for review
by the Council and the public by the end of this year.
In nearly any scenario that is currently envisioned, project funds would need to be raised
and a vote of the people would be required. Such a vote, if appropriate, would likely be
held in conjunction with the November 2020 general election.
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The Citizens’ Flood Zone Committee, established primarily to focus on issues related to
FEMA flood mapping and its impact on insurance rates for Lagoon area homeowners,
also then considered options for controlling the amount of water that could enter the
Lagoon. As part of this effort, the Committee spent considerable time reviewing
recommendations for levee strengthening and a raise in seawall height, which were
recommended to avoid widespread flooding now and into the future. As the State of
California and other jurisdictions, such as BCDC and Marin County, refined their
modeling of the potential effects of sea-level rise, the Committee considered the impacts
of rising seas on our flood defenses. A staff-created high-level summary of the
Committee’s work is attached.
It is now widely accepted that climactic changes are contributing not only to sea level
rise, but also to the frequency and severity of storm events and droughts. This knowledge
has caused us to consider seriously how the City can best prepare for fires and floods, and
how our levees will be required to serve many essential roles as lifelines for all residents
of Belvedere. The levees at San Rafael Avenue and Beach Road serve not only as critical
flood control infrastructure, but also as conduits that supply fire suppression systems on
Belvedere Island, as routes for utilities, and as key (and sometimes the only) evacuation
routes for many Belvedere residents. First responder access to Belvedere Island also
depends on the levees at San Rafael Avenue and Beach Road.
For these reasons, the City is now viewing the levees and seawalls in a more holistic way
– and is adding to its list of protection measures the seismic strengthening of the levees
under both roadways and the “hardening” of utility systems. The City Council has also
decided to create this new ad hoc Committee, comprising members from all parts of the
City in recognition of the critical importance of these lifelines to the entire citizenry.
We are certainly not asking the new Committee to start from scratch. Much good work
has been done by the Citizens’ Flood Zone Committee, Stetson Engineers and Miller
Pacific. The City has also explored innovative approaches to addressing some of these
issues through its collaboration with the Kingdom of the Netherlands and the County of
Marin. We intend to bring the Committee up to speed on the results of this work, and on
recommendations that have been provided to us by our engineering contractors. We will
also expose the Committee to new thinking on nature-based approaches.
First, we will hold an intensive brief on the challenges at hand, on ever-worsening
predictions related to climate change, on experiences to date, and on Belvedere-specific
needs.
Attached is an agenda for the first meeting, to be held at City Hall on Tuesday, May 21.
We envision this meeting as an opportunity to set the stage for a series of discussions
about potential approaches for dealing with current and future challenges. In early June,
we have scheduled time for the Committee to formulate its recommendations to the City
Council. Following the Council meeting, we have scheduled a June 12th meeting to take
stock and consider next steps. We realize that this is a compressed schedule. We value
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your advice, and we also understand that people tend to enjoy vacations in the summer;
accordingly, we hope to conclude the Committee’s work in mid-June.
As is evident by the nature of the challenge, the work of this Committee is very important
to the future of Belvedere. We are very fortunate to have your involvement, expertise
and commitment. Thank you.

Attachments:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Agenda – May 21, 2019 Committee meeting
Storm History Belvedere
Memo - CFZC and Alt Analysis Summary
Belvedere’s SLR Assumptions
Earthquake Risk Belvedere
Sea-Level Rise Projections – State of CA
Emission Scenarios
Staff Report to Flood Zone Committee (September 2018)
DWR Grant Implementation Chart
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Belvedere’s Storm History and Storm Defenses
1982-1983 Storms
Although Belvedere has not suffered damaging storms in decades, it is not immune to them.
During the early 1980s, Belvedere was hit by two catastrophic flooding events, one rain-driven
and one coastal-flooding in origin.
•

•

The rain-driven event happened on January 4-5, 1982, when residents reported 10.83
inches of rain falling in Belvedere over a 28-hour period. (NOAA’s weather station in San
Francisco recorded rainfall of 6.78 inches over the same 2-day period.) The storm caused
major mudslides throughout Belvedere and Tiburon, cutting off parts of Belvedere Island
and Corinthian Island. Runoff from the Tiburon hills overwhelmed the lagoon and 50
homes in the lagoon area flooded. Sewer and storm drains in Belvedere were damaged.
The coastal flooding event happened on December 3, 1983. A strong low-pressure system
associated with a coastal storm caused a storm surge, raising the expected tide by 2 feet
to well over 8 feet NAVD88*. 75 mph gusts drove a wall of water into Richardson Bay,
which built into 4-ft waves. Water came pouring over San Rafael Avenue. 35 San Rafael
Avenue homes flooded, cars were destroyed, and sewage pump stations submerged.
Belvedere residents were advised not to use water because of contamination.
Dec 3, 1983 Storm Damage

1984 Improvements to San Rafael Avenue Seawall
In the aftermath of the 1983 storm, the City hired consultants to recommend how best to protect
San Rafael Avenue from Richardson Bay waters. The consultants recommended replacing the
existing riprap with larger-scale rocks set outboard to allow for plantings and a path. They
proposed a minimum riprap wall height to insure against 1-in-100-year storms. The City Council
ultimately moved forward with a lower rip-rap seawall, in a bid to balance the desire for better
storm protection against the costs of construction and environmental impact. Note that riprap is
semi-permeable and serves to slow down wave action, not prevent extreme tidal inflow. The nonpermeable walking path was built at a lower elevation. The upgrade was completed by end-1984.
1

Action on the Lagoon
Since the 198os, the Belvedere Lagoon Property Owners’ Association (BLPOA) has implemented
a proactive floodplain management program. It manages water levels in the lagoon through
gravity outflow during low tides to ensure a minimum freeboard of 3 feet (distance between the
waterline and maximum height of the lagoon). It has the capacity to drop the lagoon to allow 6
feet of freeboard in anticipation of major storm events. A high-capacity water pump has been
installed, to rapidly pump water into the Bay. A second pump will be installed during 2019 for
redundancy purposes. Both pumps are served by backup generators. The BLPOA’s program is
intended to prevent flooding associated with rain-driven events as well as modest coastal stormrelated wave overtopping. However, it will not protect against “sheet-flow” i.e. the mass of the Bay
overtopping the existing defenses on San Rafael Avenue or Beach Road, caused by sea-level rise
and/or extreme tidal events exacerbated by wave action.
Current Status of Levees
Since the levees were built in the 1940s, they have settled by 3-4 feet in certain locations, with as
much as a foot of settlement since the 1984 upgrade to San Rafael Avenue’s seawall. The riprap
on San Rafael Avenue now stands below 10 feet NAVD88 in certain locations. The minimum nonpermeable height elevations of San Rafael Avenue and Beach Road (road or path, whichever is
higher) undulate between about 8 and 11 feet NAVD88.
Storm Surge Projections
The table on the following page shows projected extreme tide elevations for San Rafael Avenue
and Beach Road. The extreme tide elevations are worst case scenarios as they assume that the
storm surge coincides with Mean High-High Water (MHHW), the highest tide of the day. The
numbers reflect only the increase in ocean surface elevation caused by low atmospheric pressure
and wind fetch i.e. storm surge. They do not account for wind-driven wave action. And they do
not account for the future effects of sea level rise.
Since the lowest non-permeable height elevations on San Rafael Avenue and Beach Road are
about 8 feet, extreme tide elevations (storm surge) of over 8 feet NAVD88 will result in “sheet
flow” of water onto both streets. As indicated in the table, the current probability of a tide
elevation over 8 feet is 2% (i.e. a 50-year extreme tide) at current sea levels. Based on California
State Guidance, Belvedere’s sea-level rise by 2050 is estimated to be an additional 1.1 feet. At this
point, street flooding would happen during the highest tides of each year, and a 5-year extreme
tide (20%) would leave low-lying areas completed inundated.
Extreme Tide Elevations
San Rafael Ave
Extreme Tides (Feet – NAVD88)
1 Year (100% chance in any given year)
5 Year (20%)
50 Year (2%)
100 Year (1%)

7.21
7.96
9.15
9.60

Beach Road
7.21
7.93
9.08
9.52

Source: San Francisco Bay Tidal Datums and Extreme Tides Study, February 2016, AECOM.
-----------*NAVD88: North American Vertical Datum 1988 is the official vertical datum for surveying and mapping activities in the United
States. It serves as a reference for calculating other elevations.
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CITY OF BELVEDERE
Memorandum

May 17, 2019
TO:

Committee to Protect Belvedere’s Seawalls, Levees and Utilities

FROM:

Robert Zadnik, Public Works Manager

SUBJECT:

A Summary of the Citizens’ Flood Zone Committee and Alternatives
Analysis.

A Summary of the Citizens’ Flood Zone Committee
In 2009, the Federal Emergency Management Administration (FEMA) adopted new
Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRM), which caused considerable concern in the Belvedere
community, due to substantial elevations that were required for new construction in some
areas of the Lagoon and West Shore Road. The new mapping also placed the Lagoon
and West Shore properties in a higher risk category for flooding, requiring many property
owners with Federally-backed mortgages to purchase costly flood insurance. Council
formed an ad-hoc committee to investigate the issues. Initially, this Citizens’ Flood Zone
Committee (CFZC) focused primarily on General Plan updates and identifying a means
for the City to receive FEMA accreditation for the San Rafael Avenue and Beach Road
roadway levees.
After a lengthy effort, which included a grant award from FEMA to study levee
overtopping, it was determined that FEMA would not certify the levees. Several major
design factors influenced this determination. While some deficiencies may be able to be
mitigated (removal of levee trees, for example), there are others that cannot (such as the
presence of structures and homes that are incorporated into the levees). Given current
conditions on San Rafael Ave and Beach Rd, and FEMA’s existing regulatory
framework, there was not a path for the City to seek “credit” for the levee system that
protects Belvedere properties from flood risk, and to seek to amend the FIRM. City
Council was briefed on this in March of 2014.
Throughout this process, another grant opportunity arose through the Department of
Water Resource (DWR). The Local Levee Assistance Program (LLAP) was created to
assist communities in analyzing deficiencies in a levee system. It funds inspection,
evaluation, design, and, in some cases, construction and critical repair of levees and other
flood control structures. After discussing the issues in 2014, Council directed staff and

the CFZC to continue to use DWR grant funds to begin the structural analysis and
alternatives analysis of the levees in an effort to develop real flood protection solutions
for the community.
The DWR grant is divided into four major tasks (see attachment 9) with one additional
and final task being an appeal to FEMA for a change in their flood risk mapping for the
Lagoon. The DWR provides 55 percent match funds for the total project budget of
$1,086,000. Advancing through each task and releasing a new batch of grant funds
requires City Council approval. The grant agreement also includes several off-ramps
between major phases, where Council can elect to stop all progress if the design
alternatives or environmental hurdles become infeasible.
Over the past 18 months, the CFZC has worked with Stetson Engineers and City Council
to analyze the underlying soils and structures along San Rafael and Beach Road. With
this information, Stetson identified low points in the seawalls and other design
deficiencies. A series of design alternatives (referenced below) has been proposed to
prevent ocean stillwater and wave-action from overtopping the levees during a 100-year
storm event.
This analysis from Stetson also takes into account sea-level rise projects, as provided by
the State of California’s guidance document (see attachments 4 and 6). Regulatory
agencies, such as the Bay Conservation and Development Commission (BCDC), require
that all new projects be built to 2050 projections and be adaptable to 2100 projections.
In summary, The Citizens’ Flood Zone Committee took on a monumental task in
understanding and adapting to FEMA’s new flood risk environment. Grant opportunities
through FEMA and DWR were awarded, which will provide some funding for continuing
work.

Alternatives Analysis: The current issue
Last year, the City partnered with the government of the Netherlands to explore a number
of approaches for dealing with rising seas, including some innovative offshore elements
designed to attenuate wave action before it reaches our shores. We also discussed
different philosophical approaches to “living with the water,” as opposed to simply
walling it out. These approaches have worked well in parts of the Netherlands, and have
interesting applications in low-lying areas where there is ample land over which water
can be allowed to flow, or where the main challenge relates to increases in the severity of
wave action.
Although Belvedere has virtually no open land over which water can be allowed to flow,
it is possible that the final height of the walls associated with reducing wave overtopping
could be reduced through a nature-based solution. This committee will explore the
feasibility of these natural solutions at a later meeting.

The main challenge relates to “still” water – rising tides that, over time, will overwhelm
our current levee system. As sea levels rise over coming decades, Belvedere’s levees will
simply not be high enough to hold back large flows of still water at high tides.
Significant flooding will occur, with water literally pouring in over levees and also
through downtown Tiburon unless the City undertakes to raise its levees, and works with
Tiburon on strategies for stemming the flow of water from its downtown into Belvedere.
Wave action will also cause water to overtop levees; this intermittent flow needs also to
be considered.
Stetson Engineers and the City have recently focused their efforts on augmenting our
current levees at San Rafael Avenue and Beach Road. More recently, we have added the
essential component of protecting Belvedere from water coming across Tiburon’s Main
Street, into downtown, and then into Belvedere.
Cost ranges associated with the various alternatives have been developed, but they are
preliminary and vary significantly depending on which combination of design
alternatives is pursued. Staff and Stetson Engineers presented a set of alternatives in
September 2018 to the Citizens’ Flood Zone Committee, and received helpful input. As
background, we have attached the recent staff report provided to the Committee.
Seawall Vulnerabilities
Belvedere is vulnerable to coastal flooding from San Francisco Bay. Coastal floodwaters
entering the City flow overland through residential properties and on into Belvedere
Lagoon.
When this happens, the water level in the lagoon rises and, if the volume of water
entering is large enough, lagoon shoreline properties can flood. There are four
mechanisms and pathways that coastal flooding can follow:
1. overtopping of the Beach Road seawall and overland flow across Beach Road into
the lagoon;
2. overtopping of the Tiburon waterfront and overland flow through downtown
Tiburon across Tiburon Boulevard and into the lagoon;
3. overtopping of the San Rafael Avenue revetment and overland flow across San
Rafael Avenue into the lagoon; and
4. overtopping of the West Shore revetment and overland flow down West Shore
and across San Rafael Avenue into the lagoon.
Future sea-level rise will increase the coastal flood hazard to Belvedere. The State
recently released an updated report indicating a range of potential sea level rise. In the
Belvedere study, we are using a rise of 1.1 feet by year 2050 and 3.4 feet by year 2100.

Reducing the coastal flood hazard will require barriers to prevent floodwaters from
entering from the four pathways just described. Stetson Engineers has developed
alternatives for barriers associated with each of the four pathways. The alternatives vary
in terms of alignment and type of barrier; these were presented during the September
CFZC meeting.
The attached report (Attachment 8) highlights the alternatives that were considered by the
Committee to be most reasonable. In developing the alternatives, consideration was given
to minimizing the weight added (to avoid further settlement), avoiding impacts on public
trails and access, minimizing impacts on traffic patterns, and providing adaptability to
future sea-level rise.
For the Beach Road barrier, special consideration was given to strengthening the sea wall
and road using sheet-piling to guard against excessive deformation and destruction from a
strong earthquake – this will help ensure that at least one access route to/from Belvedere
Island (i.e., Beach Road) would remain open during a disaster. It would not, however,
protect utilities embedded within San Rafael Avenue from the effects of an earthquake.

CFZC Timeline and Major Accomplishments
2010

CFZC is formed. Discussion of flood elevation data and remapping options through
FEMA.
Committee requests funding from City Council for initial flood vulnerability study.
Stetson Engineers retained to prepare FEMA Flood Mitigation Plan (FMP)

2011

Stetson Surveys Lagoon elevations, completes FMP.
CFZC Land Use Subcommittee tasked with reviewing FEMA new development standards
City Adopts FMP into the General Plan
FEMA and CalEMA approve Local Hazard Mitigation Plan
FEMA awards Grant to city in to study lagoon flooding—$150,000

2012

Stetson Engineering to study levee modifications for FEMA accreditation.
West shore residents appointed to the Committee
Stetson provides draft Overtopping Analysis
Further Discussion of Land use amendments in Lagoon neighborhoods
Initial Geotechnical evaluation of levees by Stetson

2013

FEMA peer review of Overtopping Analysis.

2014

City applies for DWR Local Levee Assistance Program Grant Program (LLAP)
Hydraulic and Hydrologic study of Belvedere lagoon performed

2015

FEMA Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM) appeal and pre-CLOMR
FEMA LLAP Grant awarded to the City.

2016

Geotech and Structural Evaluation (Grant Task 1) initiated.

Initial Geotech findings reviewed by Committee
2017

Council Authorizes funds for Alternatives Analysis (Grant Task 2).
Staff meets with BCDC
Stetson presents levee and seawall design alternatives

2018

Further review of Task 2 Alternatives Analysis by Committee
Community Information Meeting held at City Hall
City Council Review of alternative designs
Beach Road emergency seawall repair design approved by Committee and Council
Environmental Permitting and Contract issued.

2019

Repair to a segment of the Beach Road Seawall
City Council appoints members to new “Protect Belvedere’s Seawalls, Levees and
Utilities” Committee

Attachments:
1. State of California Sea Level Rise Guidance Chart.
2. DWR Grant Implementation Plan and Overall Budget.

Belvedere’s Sea-Level Rise Assumptions

•
•
•
•

Based on California State Guidance, the City has adopted a sea-level rise forecast of 1.1 feet by 2050 and 3.4 feet by 2100.
The State suggests municipalities adopt forecasts compatible with their risk tolerance, in terms of people, natural resources
and infrastructure assets at risk from water inundation.
The City of Belvedere has concluded that a low risk aversion strategy is appropriate i.e. the consequences of greater-thanexpected flooding are problematic but not catastrophic.
For comparison purposes, the San Francisco Bay rose at a rate of 0.64 ft per century for the period from 1897 to 2018, but
with the rate of increase accelerating since the 1990s.

Belvedere’s Earthquake Risk

•

•
•
•

The Working Group on California Earthquake Probabilities (WGCEP) released its latest earthquake forecast model in 2015,
known as UCERF3 (Uniform California Earthquake Rupture Forecast) based on fresh data, modeling innovations and lessoned
learned from recent earthquakes.
WGCEP previously released forecasts in 1988, 1990, 1995, 2003 and 2007.
The forecasts for the San Francisco region are show in the table below.
For reference, the 1906 San Francisco earthquake had a magnitude of 7.7-7.9 and the 1989 earthquake had a magnitude of 6.9.

San Francisco Region Earthquake Risk
Magnitude
(greater than or equal to)
5
6
6.7
7
7.5
8

Average repeat time (years)
1.3
8.9
29
48
124
825

30-year likelihood of one or more
events
100%
98%
72%
51%
20%
4%

Source: UCERF3: A New Earthquake Forecast for California’s Complex Fault System, USGS, March 2015
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Sea-Level Rise Projections for California
T4E R SING SEAS REPORT PRESENTED
a range of sea-level rise projections for a subset
of the active tide gauges in California based on
emission trajectories, acknowledging that projected
sea-level rise has a significant range of variation
as a result of uncertainty in future greenhouse gas
emtssions and their geophysical effects, such as
the rate of land ice melt. Below are tables that build
on those included in the Rising Seas Report for
projections over different time frames and emission

scenarios at the San Francisco tide gauge. The same
details included for the San Francisco tide gauge
below can also be found for all12 active tide gauges
along the California coast2' in Appendix 3.
The baseline for the sea-level rise projections
presented in the Rising Seas Report and this
Guidance is the year 2000 22 • Projections begin at
2030. consistent with the 2013 Guidance; however,
the maximum planning horizon has been extended
to 2150 to support precautionary planning and
decision making for projects with longer lifespans.

How much sea-level rise will
California experience over
this century?
The following table provides probabilistic
projections for the height of sea-level rise over
vano us timescales for RCP 2.6 (low emissions) and
RCP 8.5 ( high emissions), along with the extreme
H++ scenario (which is a single scenario and not
a probabilistic projection). The se numbers do not
include impacts of El Nino, storms or other acute
additions to sea-level rise. As discussed in more
detail below, before 2050, differences in sealevel rise projections under different emissions
scenarios are minor, and currently the world is
on the RCP 8.5 emission trajectory. However,
beyond 2050, different emissions pathways will
result in significantly different levels of sea -level
rise. Therefore, this Guidance includes projections
only for a high greenhouse gas emissions scenario
through 2050, and includes projections for both
high and low emissions scenarios from 2050
through 2150.

21. A'ti·1e tide Qdugeslo,ations indude: Ctment Citv. Notth Spit <Eureka). Arena Cove. Po1~t Reves,
San franoS(O, Monterey, Port San LUll. SaniJ Barl!ara. Santa Mom<a. Los Angeles, San Otego and La Jolla;
see Appendi; 2tor map.
22. The year 2000 l!aset1ne 11 based on the average relative sea·levelnse from 1991·1009.
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA SEA-LEVEL RISE GUIDAIHE

Projected Sea- Level Rise (in feet) for San Francisco

TABLE 1:

Probabilistic projections for the height of sea-level rise shown below, along with the H++ scenario
(depicted in blue in the far right column), as seen in the Rising Seas Report. The H++ projection is
a single scenario and does not have an associated likelihood of occurrence as do the probabilistic
projections. Probabilistic projections are with respect to a baseline of the year 2000, or more
specifically the average relative sea level over 7997- 2009. High emissions represents RCP 8.5;
low emissions represents RCP 2. 6. Recommended projections for use in low, medium-high and
extreme risk aversion decisions are outlined in blue boxes below.
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•Most of the available climate model experiments do not extend beyond 2100. The resulting
reduction in model availability causes a small dip in projections between 2700 and 2170, as well as
a shift in uncertainty estimates (see Kopp eta/. 2074). Use of 2170 projections should be done with
caution and with acknowledgement of increased uncertainty around these projections.
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When is sea-level rise going to exceed a particular
height in California?
In addition to understanding the potential range of sea-level rise projections as
presented in the table above, it may be helpful for decision makers to understand
when a particular level is projected to occur. The following table provides
information on the likelihood that sea - level rise will meet or exceed a specific height
over various timescales. However, the H++ scenario is not included in this table.
Again, this information is presented for a high-emissions scenario through 2050
and both low- and high-emissions scenarios post-2050. It is important to note that
episodic events , such as king tides, storms , El Ninos, and waves may cause acute
increases in sea level heights sooner than is shown in Table 2 below.

Pro bability that Sea-Level Rise will meet or exceed a
particular height (in feet) in San Francisco

TABLE 2 :

Estimated probabilities that sea -level rise will meet or exceed a particu lar height are based on
Kopp et at. 2014. All heights are with r espect to a 7997 - 2009 baseline; values refer to a 19-year
average centered on the sp ecified y ear. Areas shaded in grey have less than a 0 . 7% probability of
occurrence. Values below are based on probabilistic projections; for low emissions (RCP 2 .6) the
starting year is 2060 as we are currently on a high emissions (RCP 8.5) trajec tory through 2050;
the H++ scenario is not included in this table.
SAN FRANCISCO - High emissions (RCP 8.5)
Probability that sea-level rise will meet or exceed... (exclvdes H++)
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SAN FRANCISCO - Low emissions (RCP 2.6)
Probability that sea-level rise will meet or exceed ... (exclvdes H++)
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What will the rate of sea-level rise be in California?
The rate at which sea levels will rise can help inform the planning and
implementation timelines of state and local adaptation efforts. Rates of sea -level
rise are also important to consider when evaluating the ability of natural and
restored coastal habitats to adapt to rising seas. In some cases. sea-level rise may
exceed the rate at which habitats. such as coastal wetlands, can accrete sedi ment,
migrate inland or to adjacent neighboring low-lying areas. resulting in flooding
and loss and destruction of these important ecological systems. Understanding
the speed at which sea level is rising can provide context for planning decisions
and establish thresholds for action to better protect habitats and their ecological
and resiliency benefits. The information in the table listed below is presented for a
high-emissions scenario through 2050 and both low- and high-emissions scenarios
post-2050.

Projected Average Rate of Sea-Level Rise (mm/year)
for San Francisco

TABLE 3 :

Probabilistic projections for the rates of sea-level rise shown below, along with the H++ scenario
(depicted in blue in the far right column). Values are presented in this table as mm/yr, as opposed
to feet as in the previous two tables, to avoid reporting values in fractions of an mch. The H++
projection is a single scenario and does not have an associated likelihood of occurrence as do the
probabilist ic projections. Probabilistic projections are with respect to a baseline of the year 2000,
or more specifically the average relative sea level over 1991-2009. High emissions represents
RCP 8.5; low emissions represents RCP 2.6. For low emissions (RCP 2.6) the starting year is 2060
as we are currently on a high emissions (RCP 8.5) trajectory through 2050.
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Emission Scenarios

Emission Pathway
Low Carbon Emission Scenario
Assumes an RCP (Representative Concentration Pathway) of 2.6. This is the lowest of the four
emissions scenarios adopted by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Fifth
Assessment. RCP 2.6 is an aggressive emissions reduction scenario that assumes that CO2
emissions decline by about 70% between 2015 and 2050, to zero by 2080 and below zero
thereafter. This scenario corresponds with the aspirational goals of the 2015 Paris Agreement.
High Carbon Emission Scenario
Assumes an RCP of 8.5, which is the highest of the four scenarios adopted by the IPCC and is
a “business as usual” scenario. Under this scenario, emissions nearly double between 2015
and 2050. Thus far, greenhouse gas emissions worldwide have continued to follow this
trajectory.
H++ Scenario
This is an extreme sea-level rise scenario which assumes extreme Antarctic ice loss, an
outcome that is highly uncertain, but cannot be ignored. This is an unknown-probability,
high-consequence scenario that would occur if high rates of Antarctic loss were to develop in
the latter half of the century.
Source: State of California Sea-Level Rise Guidance 2018 Update.

CITY OF BELVEDERE
Memorandum

September 12, 2018
TO:

Citizens’ Flood Zone Committee

FROM:

Craig Middleton, City Manager
Robert Zadnik, Public Works Manager
James Reilly, Stetson Engineers

SUBJECT:

Progress Report on Phase 2 Alternatives Analysis for Beach Road Lagoon
Coastal Levee System Evaluation.

Recommended Motion/Item Description
Consider the progress report and provide staff with comments or recommendations as to
the preferred alternative(s) and further discussions with the City of Tiburon
Background
At the February 2018 Citizens’ Flood Zone Committee (CFZC) meeting, City staff and James
Reilly (Stetson Engineers) presented an update on the Phase 1 Alternatives Analysis of
potentially feasible types of flood protection methods for the Belvedere Lagoon area. Types of
flood protection methods were described and divided into traditional and non-traditional methods
located on-shore and off-shore. All methods considered had the capability of reducing the water
level during the 1% annual chance coastal flood by either reducing the stillwater or wave runnup,
or both. They were evaluated, and screened. The preferred type was recommended based on
relevant selection criteria.
Levee raise through construction of a barrier along the levee top was identified as the preferred
type of flood reduction method. Levee raise/barrier is effective; is the least costly of all types
considered; could be permitted by BCDC; and could be designed in a way that adds a minimal
amount of weight to underlying soils, thereby avoiding inducement of further levee settlement.
Importantly, levee raise could be designed in a way that is adaptable to future sea level rise.
The purpose of this follow-up report is to present an update of the Phase 2 Alternatives Analysis,
which focusses on selecting the best configuration for the levee raise/barrier. Alternative
configurations varying in terms of location, size/height and arrangement were evaluated. The
preferred configuration will be selected for subsequent development of landscape renderings,
feasibility-level design and cost estimating, environmental review and regulatory permitting.
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The San Rafael Avenue and Beach Road levee tops slightly undulate and range in elevation from
a low of about 8.0 ft NAVD to over 10.0 ft NAVD. Previous hydraulic analysis, as documented
in the City’s 2014 FEMA CTP Grant Study, indicated that raising the height-deficient stretches
of the San Rafael Avenue and Beach Road levee uniformly by installing barriers to elevation
10.0 ft NAVD and 10.7 ft NAVD, respectively, would reduce overtopping during the presentday 1% annual chance coastal flood sufficient to prevent the lagoon from rising to flood levels.
Additional height would need to be added to the barriers to account for future sea level rise and
further settlement. Measures to prevent coastal floodwaters from entering the lagoon through
overtopping along the Tiburon waterfront will also likely be needed in order to minimize the
height required for the Beach Road levee barrier.
Installing a barrier along the top of the San Rafael Avenue levee is considered appropriate
because there are no buildings on the outboard side of the levee that would be effected by the
barrier. On the other hand, there are several structures on the outboard side of the Beach Road
levee that may be affected, particularly with regard to building access. For this reason, additional
hydraulic analysis was performed to explore non-uniform barrier heights for the purpose of
reducing the required barrier height along specific reaches occupied on the outboard side by
buildings. The analysis found that the barrier heights along building-occupied reaches could only
be lowered a few inches, offering little benefit in terms of easier access. Therefore, only uniform
barrier height was considered in the Phase 2 analysis.
Highlights of the Phase 2 analysis are described below and will be presented at the Citizens’
Flood Zone Committee on Wednesday September 12th.
Design Approach for the Levee Barriers
Conceptual-level designs and layouts/alignments were prepared for alternative configurations of
levee barriers for San Rafael Avenue and Beach Road. The designs would reduce, but would not
completely eliminate, levee overtopping. Overtopping and flow into the lagoon would be
reduced sufficiently to prevent the lagoon from rising high enough to flood shoreline
homes. Designs were prepared according to the following guidelines:








Prevent coastal flooding during the 1%-annual-chance coastal flood
o from either the southeast (over Beach Road and Tiburon shoreline) or northwest
(over San Rafael Avenue), but not from both directions simultaneously, and
o under present-day conditions and future sea-level rise conditions in year 2050;
Be capable of being readily modified to prevent flooding under future sea-level rise
conditions in year 2100;
Keep construction
o within public right of way and
o within BCDC’s “shoreline band” by avoiding or minimizing construction seaward
of the mean tide line;
Provide added structural stability to Beach Road to reduce levee deformation during a
strong seismic event so that access to Belvedere Island can be maintained, and provide an
option for structural stability to San Rafael Avenue; and
Avoid impacts on public access or enhance access.
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Design Elevations for the Levee Barriers
Design elevations for the levee barriers were determined through hydraulic analysis of tidal and
wave conditions during the 1%-annual-chance coastal flood. The analysis accounted for future
sea level rise (“SLR) and used projections recommended in the “State of California Sea-Level
Rise Guidance, 2018 Update” (“State SLR Guidance”). The State SLR Guidance provides a
range of future SLR projections for various probabilities and assumed projections of CO2
emissions. The higher-end SLR projection for the “Likely Range 67% Probability” under
conditions of “High CO2 Emissions” was used in determining the design elevation of the barrier.
This projection reflects moderate SLR relative to the other projections and was considered
reasonable in light of the limited present-day efforts to combat global climate change worldwide.
The design elevations used for both levee barriers was 11.6 feet NAVD88 based on the
following:





FEMA’s determined present-day 1%-annual-chance stillwater elevation
Future SLR (year 2050, most likely, high emissions)
Wave runup during 1% annual-chance flood
Future settlement (year 2050)
Design Elevation

9.7 feet
1.1 feet
0.3 feet
0.5 feet
11.6 feet

Descriptions of Alternatives
San Rafael Avenue (Main) Barrier
This levee barrier prevents coastal flooding during storms that come from the northwest. The
alignment of the barrier follows the existing pedestrian path along San Rafael Ave and the length
of the barrier would be approximately 1,800 feet. Based on the existing elevation of the path, the
height of the barrier would range from about 2 to 3.5 feet above the grade of the path. Three
alternatives were developed for the main San Rafael Avenue Barrier. The first two involve
raising the height of the existing pathway and the third involves constructing a concrete
floodwall on the bayside of the existing path. All three alternatives include retaining the
pedestrian path.






Alternative 1A: Raise the path using concrete block retaining walls filled between with
compacted fill. A small landscaping wall would be constructed at the curb of the existing
roadway and compacted fill would be placed at a 2:1 slope from the landscaping wall up
to the new path elevation of 11.6 feet.
Alternative 1B: Raise the existing path with compacted fill and rip-rap only. Imported
fill would be placed at a 2:1 slope from the existing roadway curb up to the new path
elevation of 11.6 feet. New imported rip-rap would be placed on the bayside and on-top
of the existing rip-rap for slope protection.
Alternative 2: Construct a concrete floodwall and concrete footing on the bayside of the
existing pathway. The elevation of the existing path would remain as it currently is.
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San Rafael Avenue/West Shore Road Barrier
This levee barrier prevents coastal flooding that could potential reach the lagoon by crossing the
southwest flank of the San Rafael (main) barrier during storms that come from the northwest.
The design elevation for the San Rafael Ave/West Shore Barrier is 10.8 feet, since this area is on
natural ground and, as such, there is no anticipated wave runup or future settlement in this area.
Three alternative barriers were developed for the San Rafael Ave/West Shore intersection:






Alternative 1: Construct a concrete floodwall along San Rafael Avenue where it turns in
an easterly direction with a retractable barrier across the intersection with West Shore
Road. The retractable “FloodBreak” barrier would allow for continued vehicular and
pedestrian access at the intersection and would only be deployed during a severe flood
event. This alternative would require rehabilitation of the Belvedere Way connector for
emergency use for West Shore residents to evacuate during a flood event when the
“FloodBreak” barrier was deployed.
Alternative 2: Raise the street elevation and sidewalks in the vicinity of the San Rafael
Avenue/West Shore Road. The street elevation would be raised approximately 3.5 feet
from the existing grade. Two existing driveways to private residences would be re-done
and installed at an increased slope.
Alternative 3: Construct a concrete floodwall from the main San Rafael Avenue barrier
along an approximate 600 foot segment of West Shore Road (west side). Eight (8)
retractable flood gates would be installed across existing driveways and walkways to
provide the needed flood barrier when closed and access when open.

Beach Road Barrier
This levee barrier prevents coastal flooding during storms that come from the southeast. The
length of the barrier would be approximately 1,400 feet. Three alternatives, all involving a
concrete floodwall with a sheetpile foundation, were developed for the Beach Road Barrier. The
alignment for the first alternative is along the seawall and Beach Road sidewalk. The alignments
for the other two alternatives are primarily along the Beach Road median.






Alternative 1: Construct a concrete floodwall with an alignment following the existing
seawall at the edge of the Beach Road sidewalk. The length of the floodwall would be
approximately 1,400 feet and height would be approximately 2.5 feet. Twenty-two (22)
retractable floodgates would be installed in the floodwall to provide a flood barrier when
closed and pedestrian access when open to existing buildings on the bayside of the barrier
including the SF Yacht Club. The sheetpile foundation would be structurally tied into the
existing seawall.
Alternative 2A: Construct a concrete floodwall along the median of Beach Road and a
portion along the existing seawall. The total length of the floodwall would be
approximately 1,450 feet and its height would range from approximately 1.5 to 3.5 feet
above existing grade. Three retractable “FloodBreak” barriers would be installed for this
alternative. Additionally, three floodgates would be installed to provide flood barrier and
pedestrian access to buildings located on the bayside of the barrier.
Alternative 2B: Construct a concrete floodwall along the median of Beach Road. The
total length of the floodwall would be approximately 1,450 feet and its height would
range from approximately 1.5 to 3.5 feet. Four retractable “FloodBreak” barriers would
be installed for this alternative.
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Tiburon Barrier
This levee barrier prevents coastal flooding during storms that come from the southeast causing
overtopping of the downtown Tiburon shoreline and waterfront. Under present-day coastal flood
conditions the lagoon, in combination with lagoon pumps, has sufficient capacity to attenuate the
overtopping flood volume entering the lagoon. But under future SLR conditions the lagoon
capacity and pumps are insufficient to prevent lagoon shoreline flooding. A barrier to Tiburon
overtopping is needed. Three alternatives were developed for the Tiburon Barrier.






Alternative 1: Purchase a temporary flood barrier (e.g., a commercially available water
filled bladder) that would be deployed along Main Street prior to a forecasted flood
event. The temporary barrier would need to be approximately 500 feet long and 2 feet
high.
Alternative 2: Construct a permanent concrete floodwall within the City of Tiburon.
The length of the barrier would be approximately 800 feet and the height would range
from about 2-4 feet. Four retractable “FloodBreak” barriers would be installed for this
alternative.
Alternative 2B: Construct a permanent concrete floodwall within the City of Belvedere.
The length of the barrier would be approximately 1,800 feet and the height would range
from about 2-7 feet. Two retractable “FloodBreak” barriers would be installed for this
alternative.

Summary of Preliminary Conceptual-Level Capital Cost Estimates
Belvedere Levee Barrier Alternatives Analysis
Concept-Level Capital Cost Estimates
Length of Levee
Raise (ft)

Cost
($ million)

1,800
1,800

1.7 - 3.1
3.1 - 3.9

Alternative 2 - Concrete Floodwall on Bayside of Existing Path

1,800

1.6 - 2.1

Option - Sheetpile San Rafael Ave for Seismic Protection

1,800

5.5

400
400
600

1.7 - 2.2
1.1 - 1.4
1.4 - 1.8

1,400
1,450
1,450

9.1 - 11.2
8.5 - 10.5
8.8 - 10.8

500
800
1,800

60k - 100k
2.9 - 3.7
3.4 - 4.3

San Rafael Ave Main Levee
Alternative 1 - Raise Existing Path
1A - Concrete Block Walls with Imported Fill
1B - Imported Fill and Rip-Rap

San Rafael Ave / West Shore Rd
Alternative 1 - Retractable Barrier (FloodBreak) across Intersection
Alternative 2 - Raise the Street Elevation at Intersection
Alternative 3 - Floodwall along West Shore Rd
Beach Road Levee
Alternative 1 - Floodwall along Seawall with Sheetpiling*
Alternative 2A - Floodwall along Beach Rd Median & Seawall with Sheetpiling*
Alternative 2B - Floodwall along Beach Rd Median with Sheetpiling*
*Sheetpiling accounts for approximately $4.5 million
Tiburon Barrier
Alternative 1 - Temporary Barrier Along Main St
Alternative 2 - Flood Wall in Tiburon
Alternative 3 - Flood Wall in Belvedere
TOTAL PROJECT COST

11.3 - 27.1
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Recommendation
Consider the progress report and provide staff with comments or recommendations.
Attachments
Graphics and other materials to be presented at the September 12th CFZ Committee meeting.
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DWR LLAP Grant Implementation Plan

Time line

Outcome

Phase 1 Geotechnical and
Coastal Structural Evaluation
of Existing Levees

I
I

Stop?

off-ramo

I

Feasibility Study and Phase 2
Geotechnical and Coastal
Structural Evaluation of
Modified Levees
Stop

.,.

off-ramo

84,000

mooth<
~

off-ramD

84,000

144,000

TotalS Cost*

195,000

80,000

60,000

Prepare feasibility-level design
and estimate cost for preferred
alternative w/sea level rise
adaptability

174,000

135,000

279,000

309,000

Prepare CEQA/NEPA
documentation; prepare
environmental permit applications

213,000

168,000

447,000

381,000

33,000

28,000

475,000

61,000

611,000

475,000

Develop alternatives for 100-year
flood protection, estimate costs;
identify Rreferred alternative

140,000

I

Environmental Review and
Permitting

Stop

17

Citv's SCost Share {45%}
Task$*
Cumulative S *

I
Alternatives Analysis

5 months

I"

Identify deficiencies, describe
remedial measures, estimate
costs

DWR's Cost Share
{55%)
111,000

I

FEMACLOMR

FEMA issues CLOMR

mo"'"'

t
End

1,086,000

* Does not Include City's In-kind contribution (staff tfme) of approximately $25,000.
Bol\ledere City COuncil Retreot
OctoberS, 2018
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